


Gemanco Design was born with the 
aim of providing innovative products 
for living and commercial spaces.

The Apulian company produces resin 
mosaic, custom-made wallpaper and 
UV printing decorations on different 
surfaces. 

Thanks to a dynamic and highly skilled 
team, composed by architects, graphic 
designers, technicals and experienced 
sales managers, Gemanco Design 
produces tailor-made items and don’t 
sell from stock. They work only on 
demand and meet your needs and 
desires.

Visite our website:
www.gemancodesignapp.it 
Here you can use the SIMULATOR, 
you can choose the pattern shape and 
the product you prefer – mosaic or 
wallpaper – in this way, you can create 
a unique wall!  

The Gemanco Design’s values 
highlight: 

- Constant experimentation to propose 
on the market even more innovative 
products; 
- Market trends study to create always 
new graphic concept, they should 
meet all the customers needs, also 
most complicated ones; 
- Continuing interest in HR training.



Our innovative RESIN MOSAIC 
was created by the merger of 
digital printing and transparent 
resin. Any digital image can be 
converted into a mosaic. You 
can even choose the its shape 
and dimensions.

It’s very lightweight (1,2 kg 
per square meter). It can be 
applied to supports that cannot 
stand heavy claddings (for 
example plasterboard walls and 
suspended ceilings). Moreover, 
it is suitable for curved, concave, 
covex and sinuous shapes. 

Resin mosaic is the ideal material 
for fast restructuring: it’s 2mm 
thick and it can be very simply 
and quickly placed to any 
surface, even on top of old tiles 
with no need to removing them.
It can become an important 
tool for designers and an 
help to change the look of a 
façade “indoor or outdoor” or a 
swimming pool.

R E S I N
M O S A I C

2020 Capsule Collection.



W Hotel - Muscat, Oman - Irregular mosaic on Silver pvc. Graphic design customized. Pacific Social Restaurant - San Diego, California - Regular mosaic on white pvc. Graphic design customized by Customer.



Wallpaper designed to BDNY 2019.
Printed on Decoline wallpaper 
support (concrete-effect).
2020  Capsule Collection.

W A L L P A P E R

Any photographic or painting 
image can be printed in digital 
format and then converted 
into wonderful wallpapers. 
It is suitable for any kind of 
environment “Indoor and 
outdoor”.
Gemanco Design wallpaper 
is 100% customizable, it’s 
realized on demand for all 
tastes. Wallpaper has got 
slightly granular thickness and 
consistency, as if it were printed 
directly on the wall.
It’s tailor-made and, to avoid any 
material wastage, the exact size 
required is already cut and ready 
for use.
Gemanco Design wallpaper 
can become waterproof, 
thanks to our WPS products 
(WaterProof System), ideal for 
wet environment and outdoor.





2020 Capsule Collection



W A L L P A P E R  & 
R E S I N 

The match between two 
technologies, resin mosaic + 
wallpaper, creates a perfect 
balance to highlight stylish and 
unique environments.

The overlapping of these 
elements gives you back three-
dimensional levels, able to 
handle surfaces, we will take part 
on. The result will be a graphic, 
optical and tactile interweaving 
with an amazing impact.

Wallpaper and Resin designed to “BDNY 2019”, printed on Sandblast wallpaper support.  
2020  Capsule Collection.



S T A M P A  U V

Any material can be printed 
thanks to the special printing 
UV (Ultra Violet) technique. 
This technology associates to 
optical effect, tactile one. The 
employed inks are chemical-free 
and non-toxic, so UV printing is 
eco-friendly.
The maximum printing size is cm 
160x300.

2020  Capsule Collection.



UV Printing decorations on wooden 
surfaces 3cm thick. Realized for a 
private loft. 2018 Capsule Collection



UV Printing decorations on wardrobe doors Realized for a private loft - 2018 Capsule Collection UV Printing decorations on porcelain tiles - 2019 Capsule Collection



P R O J E C T 
D E S I G N

Nothing is more real than a dream 
come true. Gemanco Design  
provides a turnkey service. 

Its technical team, attentive to 
customers’ desires, studies the 
space and guides you in the 
materials selection, suggesting 
innovative solutions, that match 
better with your style. 

The synergy between company 
and customer creates a perfect 
combination which gives identity 
to the project. A mood begins to 
the desining phase, crosses the 
executive phase and it finishes 
with a brand communication plan. 

The final result make the 
environments attractive, the 
project exclusive, customized for 
any customer.

GRAPHIC SAMPLE

dream, crave, live...



1. RFI - Reggio Calabria - Railways Gallery. Regular mosaic on white pvc, Graphic design customized; 
2. Greens Supermarket, Malta - Irregular mosaic on white pvc. Graphic design customized; 
3. Roland exhibition booth at Viscom 2019 in Milan - Irregular mosaic on white pvc, 2019 Capsule Collection; 
4. W Hotel, Dubai, UAE - Outdoor Irregular mosaic on Silver pvc , Graphic design customized;

5. Mc Donald, Littleton, Colorado - Irregular mosaic on white pvc, Graphic design customized; 
6. Beans Cafe & Bakery, Dry Ridge, Kentucky - Regular mosaic on white pvc, Graphic design customized; 
7. Fireplace wall , Private loft - Regular mosaic on white pvc, Graphic design customized;  
8. Private apartment, Sicily - Regular mosaic on Gold pvc , Graphic design customized.
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P O R T F O L I O
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Wallpaper
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1. La Vigna Spa, Veneto Region. Relax Area Wallpaper. Graphic design customized; 
2. La Vigna Spa, Veneto Region. Poolside WPS Wallpaper. Graphic design customized; 
3 . Duo Architetti, Architectural firm, private apartment. 2018 Capsule Collection; 
4. Private Apartment, Living Room Wallpaper - 2018 Capsule Collection.
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1. Alter Gusto Bakery, Ostuni (Puglia) - Wallpaper, Graphic design customized; 
2. Cantiere Goloso, Genova - Wallpaper, Graphic design customized; 
3. LE MARLY, Casablanca (Morocco) - Graphic design customized; 
4. PINKO - Wallcovering Fashion Stores - Graphic design customized.



Major 
Project 
Design

Designed by Karim Rashidلللل



Gemanco Design, with its made in 
Italy resin mosaic, characterizes, 
, with absolutely “recognizable” 
elements the design of the 
location, that becomes a format 
to differentiate all the food 
distribution departments.
Resin mosaic becomes 
protagonist of the designing 
space with its 2mm thick and 1.2 
kgs by sqm.
Three patterns employed 
and five different graphic 
designs “Carrara Marble, Nero 
Marquinia Marble, Blue nuanced 
Lozenges”. This product is 
completely customizable and  
responds to the customer 
demands and needs. It creates 
an unique visual effect.

Gemanco Design Resin Mosaic 
lands in Domenican Republic! 
Choosen, and then installed in 
the new store of Supermercado 
Nacional, located near to 
Casa Cuesta, on Boulevard 
Turìstico del Este, Punta Cana 
proposes itself as a lab, open 
to new experiences, to improve 
the complete perception of 
designing space. Hence, the 
architectonic choice, which 
tributes to the traditional 
features of the Dominican 
houses, that lend natural energy 
to the space and complete their 
essence.
This choice is supported by 
usage of traditional materials 
and, at the same time, innovative 
technologies, in comparison.
Gemanco Design resin mosaic is 
a certified product, it is compliant 
with current standards, in terms 
of food safety, with due regards 
for local hygiene and health 
measures. 

S U P E R M E R C A D O 
N A C I O N A L
P U N T A  C A N A








